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Abstract
The aim of this study is to analyze collaborations including agent-based modellers and policymakers
to identify potential challenges that need to be overcome to facilitate simulation-based policy-making.
To achieve this, we examined 18 publications reporting on joint projects where Agent-based modelling
(ABM) was carried out in conjunction with modellers, policymakers, and other stakeholders to support
policy-making. This study focuses on the challenges that modellers experienced during their collaboration
e.g., disagreement about model specification, political obstacles, unrealistic expectations regarding the
insights provided by ABM as well as the limitations of the models, and impatience of stakeholders when
waiting for results. We identified and categorized these challenges into five themes: Challenges of
Scope, Politics, Management, Understandability, and Credibility. These challenges were analyzed and
used to formulate five recommendations, which are presented as a single approach that takes ethical
considerations of policy modelling into account. So that these insights can be used to facilitate future
simulation-based policy collaborations.

1. Introduction

Using Agent-based Models (ABMs) to simulate policy interventions – which is sometimes
referred to as policy modelling – together with policymakers has become increasingly applied.
Modelling and simulation collaborations can facilitate empirical calibration of ABMs as stake-
holders often collect and store descriptive data concerning the target system, allowing local
conditions and priorities to be considered. This allows policymakers to leverage ABMs as
digital laboratories, where different policy interventions can be tested and compared. Recently,
literature on ABMs has sought to inform modellers on how to work more effectively together
with policymakers. To this end, warnings of pitfalls and advice for policy collaborations have
been identified to help modellers [1, 2, 3]. However, much of this advice is derived from theo-
retical work, historical examples, or personal experiences. Therefore, consulting the literature
could both improve and expand the evidential base for the guidelines used in simulation-based
policy collaborations. The current literature review aims to address this by identifying reported
challenges in simulation-based policy collaborations that apply ABM.

ABMs have traditionally had high scientific value but have often been less useful for prac-
titioners due to inappropriate assumptions or overly complex models. To combat this, an
increasingly applied strategy is to include stakeholders with a common cause to solve a specific
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problem. However, questions remain about how to best structure modelling and simulation
collaborations between stakeholders and modellers[4]. In policy modelling, collaborative as-
pects have often been overlooked. However, more recently there has been some exceptions
where the collaboration has been the main focus [5, 6]. This literature indicates a need for
a deeper understanding of how to use ABMs in policy-making. Some relevant branches of
research include defining formal requirements for policy modelling [7, 8], ethical practices
[2], and communication strategies for presenting model results to policymakers [9, 10]. Policy
modelling collaborations can be resource-intensive and have the potential for significant societal
impact, making insights from such collaborations valuable. While successful collaborations
have the potential to facilitate evidence-based policy-making – where scientific methods are
integrated into the policy-making process – to formulate tailored policy solutions [11], scientific
policy collaborations have also caused detrimental societal and environmental repercussions
by producing erroneous evidence [3]. Thus, documenting the collaborative challenges and
cementing best practices should be a top priority within the field of policy modelling.

The objective of the present study is to systematically categorize collaborative challenges
of policy modelling through a comprehensive literature review and provide recommendations
to address them. With the aim of considering how ethical responsibilities should be divided
between modellers and policymakers, and how simulation-based policy collaborations could
be executed to avoid challenges. The following research questions are posed: What are the
potential collaborative challenges that may arise when utilizing Agent-based Models in policy-
making? What ethical considerations should be taken into account when constructing and
simulating policy models for the purpose of policy-making? What strategies can be employed to
overcome the collaborative challenges in policy modelling? The methodology, search strategy,
and selection criteria for the study will be described in the following section. Followed by a
thorough examination of each of the identified challenges in the coming sections: Challenges of
Scope, Politics, Management, Understandability, and Credibility. Then there will be a discussion
analyzing all of the reported challenges to propose five recommendations in section eight.
In the next section (nine), we propose a collaborative approach which takes all the previous
recommendations into consideration. The study ends with concluding remarks in section 10.

2. Methodological approach

We conducted a literature review that examined the collaborative challenges of simulation-
based policy projects involving Agent-based modellers and policymakers. Using the Scopus
database, we searched for articles using a three-layer search string that focused on the model, the
collaborative activity, and its intended policy focus.1 This study aimed to identify collaborative
challenges in simulation-based policy collaborations by conducting a literature review. The
search generated a list of 199 articles, from which 168 were excluded for not applying ABM
or not including policymakers in the project. We also excluded articles that included multiple

1(TITLE-ABS-KEY ( agent-based ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( individual-based ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( policy- model ) OR
TITLE-ABS-KEY ( computational-model ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( collaboration ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( support )
OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( participatory ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( companion ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( stakeholders )
OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( decision-makers ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( policy ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( policies ) ) AND (
LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE , ”English” ) )



simulation applications such as project reports or literature reviews. It is important to note that
the use of field-specific umbrella terms like ”stakeholders” could result in type-II errors, where
projects that include policymakers may be excluded. To mitigate this, surveys or interviews
with modellers could be conducted in future studies. The remaining 31 articles were read in
full to establish whether they fulfilled the inclusion criteria, which required that the article
report any collaborative challenges. A total of (n=18) articles met these criteria. The process is
illustrated in the flowchart below.

Figure 1: PRISMA Flowchart depicting the search strategy.

We refer to collaborative challenges as reported issues which could impede a simulation-based
policy project. Thus, purely technical challenges are excluded as these may be very specific
in nature, relating to modelling choices, programming platforms, and data. This decision is
justified on the basis that the purpose of the current literature review is to report collaborative
challenges, which could be reformulated to useful guidelines for other modellers seeking
to engage in simulation-based policy collaborations. We extracted and categorized all the
challenges reported in each paper into five different categories: Scope, Management, Politics,
Understandability, and Credibility. These categories do overlap and are interconnected, for
instance, understandability is often described to directly affect credibility. While we could
combine these categories into a broader category called ’interpretation,’ doing so would result
in the loss of valuable information. Therefore, we have strived to strike an appropriate balance
between abstraction and specificity, in order to make the categories easily understood and
communicated. To facilitate communication and reduce repetitiveness, each of the challenges is
abbreviated accordingly [CoC:t-ID] to indicate the challenge of the class, the type of challenge
and its ID number.



3. Challenges of Scope

Challenges of Scope have implications on the width of model scope and length of the project:
what aspects to include or omit in the model; and the duration of the project are critical in
any simulation-based policy collaboration. This literature review reports that many challenges
concern this type of delineation problem. We have categorized these challenges as challenges
of scope.

Occam’s razor provides a good starting point, meaning that a model should not be more
complicated than necessary [12]. While modelling collaboratively with stakeholders is a step
towards the KIDS (keep it descriptive stupid) approach, contrary to less complicated models and
the KISS (keep it simple stupid) approach. The line between what is necessary and superfluous
is seldom clear-cut and relates to the stakeholder’s perceptions of the target system [13] and the
purpose of the model [14]. There are two reported types of challenges that serve to determine
what is included and omitted in a simulation-based policy collaboration, negotiations, and
resource constraints. These two types of challenges influence two different aspects in the
collaboration: the model and the project. These could also be conceptualized as affecting the
width of the scope i.e., what is included or not, and the length of the scope i.e., the time-frame
of the project.

Table 1
Challenges of Scope
CoS:n-ID Type Challenge Aspect Ref

CoS:n1 Negotiation Different perceptions of the target system Project [15, 16]
CoS:n2 Negotiation Different priorities and political agendas Project [16, 17, 18, 19]
CoS:n3 Negotiation Disagreement on research objectives Project [5]
CoS:n4 Negotiation Demanding and time-consuming policymaker negotiations Project [5]
CoS:n5 Negotiation Contentious policy discussions Project [17, 18, 20]
CoS:n6 Negotiation Difficulties in communication with policymakers Project [5]
CoS:n7 Negotiation Important parameters are missing from the model Model [21]
CoS:n8 Negotiation Disagreement about what interventions should be investigated Model [16]
CoS:n9 Negotiation Disagreement concerning which scenarios should be investigated Model [22]
CoS:n10 Negotiation Disagreement on model modifications Model [5]
CoS:n11 Negotiation Disagreement on assumptions of agent behaviour Model [16]
CoS:n12 Negotiation Disagreement about metrics Model [20]
CoS:n13 Negotiation Requests are unfeasible within the boundaries of the project Model [5]
CoS:rc1 Resource constraints Policymakers have demanding budget and time restrictions Project [5]

There are several reasons why different stakeholders may have differing perceptions of the
target system (CoS:n1). In the absence of scientific evidence, there could be many different
legitimate competing explanations for how a system operates [15]. Also, policymakers might
agree on how the system operates descriptively speaking; but still have radically different
perceptions of the role that the system ought to fulfil. Van Berkel and Verburg provide an
example of how Dutch agricultural policymakers are split about the role that the local ecological
system should fulfill: “One segment of the workshop participants viewed agriculture (n =
9) as key to future rural functionality while another saw nature services and high quality
living as more important (n = 5)” [16]. The disagreement between the policymakers is not
necessarily found in how the system functionally operates but in different perceptions of it, and



the conclusions drawn from them.2

These differences in perception could permeate to other aspects of the simulation project,
such as (CoS:n2) having different priorities and political agendas, or (CoS:n3) disagreement
about the research objective. Something that Ahrweiler and colleagues report during their
work with the European Commission on research and innovation policy: “Stakeholders neither
shared the same opinion about what questions should be in the final sample and how potential
questions should be ranked in importance, nor shared the same hypotheses about questions in
the final sample” [5]. This resulted in time-consuming and demanding negotiations (CoS:n4)
which could potentially be even more challenging to moderate in the face of political contention
and controversy (CoS:n5). Thus, perceptions and views affect the scope of the project and the
model – something that is reaffirmed in the following section. This can also be exacerbated by
the following challenge, where modellers and policymakers can have difficulties communicating
with each other (CoS:n6). The different contexts in which each vocational group operates are
quite distinct from one another, meaning that negotiations of scope can be quite laborious for
both parties.

There is documented disagreement about essentially all modelling aspects of simulation-based
policy projects. This is not surprising given that the formalization of an ABM can be understood
as a design problem. This means that there is inherent flexibility in each model specification
and that each modelled system can be formalized in multiple ways [25]. Different values and
perceptions of the target system can affect how the problem is formulated and the scope of the
investigation, such as determining which parameters to include (CoS:n7). For instance, in the
Dutch study with agricultural policymakers, one of the participants advocated for more effective
and innovative interventions (CoS:n8) in the region, while others prioritized maintaining the
agricultural landscape as a part of the region’s identity [16]. Delmotte and colleagues report a
similar experience concerning scenarios (CoS:n9): “The stakeholders disagreed on the scenarios
to be assessed and did not share interest for the others’ scenarios. We therefore choose to work
in parallel with each stakeholder to assess their scenarios of interests” [22].

The development of models for policymaking is a complex process that involves various
negotiation challenges. Different stakeholder perceptions of the system’s purpose may lead
to varied approaches to development, interventions, model modifications (CoS:n10), scenarios,
agent behaviour (CoS:n11), and the metrics used to evaluate policy objectives (CoS:n12). The
last negotiation challenge is unfeasible model requests (CoS:n13), again from Ahrweiler and
colleagues “here again, we encountered the diversity of stakeholder preferences. Different
members of the DG INFSO Steering Committee opted for different changes and modifications
of the model. Some were manageable within given time constraints and financial resources;
some would have outlived the duration of the project if realized” [5]. Another challenge
(CoS:rc1) relates to the resource constraints faced by policymakers. This can put modellers
under considerable pressure to deliver within short time frames. Something which can make
collaboration intensive approaches like companion modelling difficult.

2There are ample of examples like this from literature outside of the scope of the current literature review. For example,
free-marketers and anti-consumerists can agree that capitalism are driven by self-interest, while disagreeing on
how the system ought to operate [23]. Similarly, the perceptions of cleanliness of using vultures for carcass disposal
stations is tied to the perceptions of death, nature, and the vultures themselves, rather than how the carcass disposal
works functionally speaking [24].



4. Challenges of Politics

Simulation-based policy collaborations can be highly effective tools for policymakers to evaluate
and address complex policy issues. However, such collaborations could also be subject to
significant political challenges that should be acknowledged. These challenges pose questions
like: how do the political institutions influence the outcome of the project; and what problems
can arise when reformulating the model results in formal policy? Hence, these are challenges
that are all tightly interlinked with the core concept of policy modelling [2]. The first type
of challenge involves understanding how the influence of political institutions can affect the
outcome of the project. This includes considerations of how formal institutions and norms
within the political setting can impact collaborations [26]. The second type of challenge relates
to how model results can be practically applied to the policy problems. These challenges
reportedly affect two aspects of the collaboration: the project itself or the public policy to be
formulated.

Table 2
Challenges of Politics

CoP:n-ID Type Challenge Aspect Ref
CoP:i1 Institution Policymakers prefer results to be presented at meetings Project [27]
CoP:i2 Institution Elected officials are unlikely to engage directly with models Project [21]
CoP:i3 Institution Policymakers request model predictions Project [27, 28]
CoP:i4 Institution Ineffective pre-existing administrative system Project [17, 18, 29]
CoP:i5 Institution Ending mandates of policymaker contact Project [30]
CoP:i6 Institution Modellers are expected to formulate policy advice Project [5]
CoP:r1 Results The combined expectations of stakeholders are unrealistic Policy [18]
CoP:r2 Results Policy interventions lack public support Policy [27, 28]
CoP:r3 Results Policy interventions are politically inconvenient Policy [27, 28]

The first three political challenges arises from a conflict between the expectations of the
traditional policy advisory role and new, exploratory techniques – also pointed out in other
literature [2, 9]. As observed in one of the projects where modellers proposed continuing
participatory modelling meetings with policymakers, but the policymakers preferred to end
the meetings and stick to the traditional expert-driven approach, where results are presented
during public meetings (CoP:i1) [27]. Additionally, elected officials have been reported to be
unlikely to directly interact with the models, instead relying upon others to communicate this
information (CoP:i2). This can be a challenge for participatory simulation approaches, as the
insights generated from these sessions need to be communicated to the decision-makers before
being implemented. Hoch and colleagues reported that policymakers are more accustomed
to using evidence derived from traditional statistical frameworks and tend to favor model
predictions (CoP:i3): “Many found it difficult to consider using a model that did not offer expert
predictions about the ‘facts’, and required them instead to test assumptions and expectations
interactively” [28].

The fourth political challenge (CoP:i4) is related to inefficiencies in the existing administrative
system and emphasizes the significance of the political context. In water management in
Spain, numerous administrative overlaps that result in conflicts and hinder the achievement of
common goals [17]. Similarly, incorporating farmers in an agricultural simulation-based policy



collaboration in Ethiopia was challenging due to the top-down approach to policy-making [29].
Another reported challenge, stemming from a bottom-up approach to modelling and simulation,
is the loss of endorsement from policymakers due to the end of their mandate (CoP:i5). Also,
policymakers can ask modellers to provide policy advice (CoP:i6). Ahrweiler et al write: ”The
stakeholders wanted the study team to communicate the results as ‘recommendations’ rather
than as ’findings’” [5]. This can put modellers in an awkward position as they are not only
asked to provide endorsements for certain policy prescriptions (which the modellers themselves
underscore). While modellers should be free to offer policy advice according to their own
judgement. If modellers fulfil a facilitative role to aid stakeholders with the framing the model
and the choice of policy interventions. This practically means that the modellers are choosing to
endorse policy interventions based on the cumulative modelling decisions of their stakeholders.

The final three political challenges of modelling arise when model results are to be converted
into public policy, which can be met by several impediments. The first challenge is unrealistic
expectations when modellers are asked to fix a task that is not solvable. Put differently, the
viewpoints of the participants concerning the problem can be incompatible no matter how
sophisticated the method might be (CoP:r1) [18]. The second challenge is a lack of public support
for policies that may have promising results from the model (CoP:r2). For example, in water
management Zellner and colleagues note: “[…] most stakeholders recognized that individual
water users would need to change their behaviour and consume less water (self-interest) to
preserve the resource for the region (collective interest). However, when asked if they, as
residents of the county, would pay for water, some of the respondents resisted: ‘I don’t know.
You would have to convince me that the worth of water is such that I should have to pay’” [27].
Similar observations have also been documented regarding the attempts to curb climate change,
pollution, and congestion by increasing the costs of car use [19].

In addition to policy interventions being publicly unpopular, they can also be politically
inconvenient (CoP:r3). This is reported from another water management project in Chicago:
“[…] participants exhibited resistance to usingABM that challenged the conservation strategies in
the groundwater plan. The participants closed ranks as many came to realize that the simulated
effects of favoured policies would not meet the plan sustainability goals” [28]. Another case
reports similar observations: “stakeholders actively distorted the practical meaning of the
simulation results and thus reinforced the existing viewpoint rather than transformed it. For
instance, instead of using the simulation results—which had been collectively validated—to
reconsider their commitment to continued growth and expansion, two stakeholders shifted
temporal scales to argue that hadWRAPmeasures been applied decades earlier, current depletion
risk would be much less” [27]. In summary, political challenges can significantly influence
the outcome of a simulation-based collaboration, even when interactive aspects of policy
collaborations and challenges of scope are put aside.

5. Challenges of Management

The management challenges in simulation-based policy collaborations refer to the questions
of how to effectively manage the collaboration process itself: such as managing stakeholder
interests; determining meeting locations; and managing dissenting stakeholder groups. Some of



these challenges are purely administrative, such as how and where meetings between modellers
and stakeholders should take place. Others involve managing stakeholder engagement to ensure
the success of the project. Emphasis is put on the project itself here, as all challenges of man-
agement directly affect the practical aspects of the project. Challenges concerning engagement
arise from deviations in balanced stakeholder involvement throughout the simulation project.
While administrative challenges concern how and where meetings between modellers and
stakeholders will be held.

Table 3
Challenges of Management

CoM:i-ID Type Challenge Aspect Ref
CoM:e1 Engagement Decreasing stakeholder engagement Project [16, 17, 31]
CoM:e2 Engagement Lower engagement from specific groups Project [32]
CoM:e3 Engagement Uneven representation of stakeholder groups Project [16, 19]
CoM:e4 Engagement Lacking inclusion from higher organizational levels Project [33]
CoM:e5 Engagement Lacking commitment from higher organizational levels Project [30]
CoM:a1 Administrative Boundary arrangement between scientists and policymakers Project [31]
CoM:a2 Administrative Scheduling times that suit all parties Project [16]
CoM:a3 Administrative Accommodating new stakeholders throughout the project Project [30]
CoM:a4 Administrative Working in parallel with dissenting groups Project [22]

Maintaining stakeholder engagement can be challenging, as indicated by several reports
(CoM:e1). This can be especially true in political contexts where policymakers are used to
scientific policy collaborations to the extent that it becomes routine. “In the Dutch context,
local policymakers are often required and/or frequently requested to join different (science-
policy) workshops as stakeholders of their policy field […] Repeated interaction with nature
organisations, scientists and other policy bodies in these exercises can stimulate innovation,
but also result in a situation where workshops become a routine for participants. Combating
apathy caused by common workshop procedures and results is an important consideration in
workshop design” [16]. This highlights the need for careful planning and effort to ensure the
successful execution of policy collaborations.

Stakeholder engagement can decline not only in general, but also occur within specific groups
(CoM:e2). This decline have been reported in stakeholder groups that are less affected by the
policy problem [32]. This can also affect the unrepresentativeness of stakeholder composition
(CoM:e3) which may have different requirements depending the specific project. The chal-
lenges of inclusion and commitment of higher organizational levels (CoM:e4-5) further hinder
successful collaboration. Both these observations originate from bottom-up approaches to
modelling and simulation: “[…] decision makers at district, province and national levels, were
not easily mobilised to contribute to participatory processes of land-use planning in which
local communities were the key players” [33], and “An important methodological challenge
is to get more commitment of stakeholders from higher organizational levels. The objective
of companion modelling is to build a bottom-up process of institution development that goes
beyond the expert-government” [30]. Thus, while the bottom-up approaches can legitimize the
policy project, they may also impede engagement from policymakers.

Determining appropriate meeting arrangements between policymakers and modellers to
facilitate collaborative modelling presents the first administrative challenge (CoM:a1). Another



challenge is scheduling conflicts, which can make collaborations difficult (CoM:a2): “While care
was taken in the selection of stakeholders, scheduling conflicts and interest level limited our flex-
ibility in dictating stakeholder composition” [16]. Additionally, as the project progresses, it may
be necessary to identify and include additional stakeholders (CoM:a3). Working with dissenting
stakeholder groups in parallel was the last reported administrative challenge (CoM:a4) in policy
modelling projects, as the groups had conflicting interests in the scenarios to be investigated
[22]. While splitting the groups into two is a potential solution, it requires significant planning,
labor, and resources. Thus, both stakeholder engagement and administrative aspects can pose
challenges to project management and affect the success of collaborative modelling efforts.”
project.

6. Challenges of Understandability

The challenge of understandability poses several important questions like: how technically
involved should stakeholders be; how can models and results be communicated to policymakers
in a understandable way. The second question is tightly interlinked to aspects of explainability
where the aim is to open the black box to understand the inner operations of a model from an
end-user perspective [34]. While the developers of simulations should understand how their
model functions (except for ABMs using truly opaque methods), meaning that the operations
or equations of the system are not hidden, policymakers may perceive the model as a black-
box. The essential aspect of policy modelling is to ensure that policymakers understand the
conclusions that can safely be derived from a specific model. If policymakers make conclusions
that go beyond the scope of the model, they should be able to recognize that these conclusions
are based on their assumptions. Furthermore, understandability challenges also affect the
model’s perceived credibility – as briefly noted in the methodological discussion. The challenge
of understandability is widely reported and often stems from technical aspects of the modelling
and simulation project.

Table 4
Challenges of Understandability

CoU:i-ID Type Challenge Aspect Ref
CoCo:t1 Technical Uncomfortable using computers Project [27]
CoCo:t2 Technical Understanding the software interface Project [28]
CoCo:t3 Technical Understanding the model Project [5, 20, 27, 28]
CoCo:t4 Technical Uncomfortable programming Project [27]
CoCo:t5 Technical Understanding the optimization routines Project [22]

The first statement concerns the first two challenges, stakeholders being uncomfortable using
computers (CoCo:t1) and programming (CoCo:t4): “Stakeholders expressed discomfort using
computers, let alone manipulating the code, and relied heavily on the moderators to guide them
and make changes to the models” [27]. This suggests a possible mismatch between the technical
depth of the activities and the stakeholders’ competencies.

Similarly, the challenges of understanding the software interface (CoCo:t2) and the model
(CoCo:t3) are captured by a statement by Hoch and colleagues: “Some participants experienced



continued difficulty using the interface and understanding how the different ABM functioned”
[28]. However, understanding the model (CoCo:t3) is one of the most commonly reported
challenges, which is closely related to the topic of the next section, credibility. As Ahrweiler
and colleagues point out: “The stakeholders put considerable demands on the study team
concerning understanding and trusting the simulation findings. The first and most important is
that the clients want to understand the model. To trust results means to trust the process that
produced them” [5]. Similarly, concerning optimization routines (CoCo:t5), stakeholders found
it difficult to understand how a utility function accounting for different combinations of land in
an agricultural model affect the trade-off curves for different pieces of farmland. Delmotte and
colleagues write: “stakeholders find their optimizing routines difficult to understand, which
therefore limited in some cases stakeholders’ confidence in validity of the results” [22]. Hence,
the stakeholders’ competence in technical aspects of the project could impact the perceived
quality of a model.

7. Challenges of Credibility

The challenge of credibility is important for the step betweenmodel output to policy prescription.
If policymakers do not find the model or its results credible it is unlikely that it will be applied
to inform public policy – rightfully so. Therefore, it is essential to address questions such
as; what factors contribute to a model being perceived as less credible; and how well the
model represents the target system [35]. While many modellers use the term trust to refer to
stakeholder confidence in a model and its results, we use the term credibility as trust implies
the possibility of reciprocity. Accordingly, in this line of reasoning, agents can trust each other
but objects such as models are credible. Credibility is not only a matter of validity but also
of end-user perception, as a model might be valid but still be perceived to lack credibility, or
vice versa. While many challenges of credibility arise from the model, the project itself also
plays an important role. This was partly underscored in the previous section, where a lack of
understandability was reported to negatively affect the credibility of the model.

Table 5
Challenges of Credibility

CoU:i-ID Type Challenge Aspect Ref
CoCr:m1 Model The quality of the model is judged on the in-data Project [5, 20]
CoCr:m2 Model The quality of the model is judged on the calibration Project [5]
CoCr:m3 Model Sceptical of metrics Project [20]
CoCr:m4 Model Sceptical of model results Project [16, 36]
CoCr:m5 Model Sceptical of model predictions Project [36]
CoCr:m6 Model Poor model understanding negatively influence credibility Project [5, 16]
CoCr:m7 Model The model must be perceived to provide some dividend Project [31]
CoCr:p1 Project Stakeholders are included too late in model development Project [20]
CoCr:p2 Project Sceptical of tools Project [29]

The first two credibility challenges relate to the quality of the data used in themodel (CoCr:m1)
and the calibration of the model (CoCr:m2). Modellers have reported that stakeholders can be



sceptical of metrics (CoCr:m3) and tools (CoCr:p2) in the project. Indicating the importance to
critically reflecting on the weaknesses and appropriateness of these aspects in collaboration
with stakeholders. The following challenges concern model output. If stakeholder’s perceive
the results of the model to be inadequate or inaccurate the collaboration can grind to a halt
(CoCr:m4). In a water management project from 2005, stakeholders expressed scepticism about
promising model predictions because they were not convinced about the capability of models
to produce predictions (CoCr:m5) [36]. More recently, models are often used for exploratory
purposes rather than prediction as recent work has demonstrated the difficulty of this feat
[37, 3]. Indifferent of the purpose, being clear about the uncertainty of model cannot only help
to convey its limitations, but also help to identify potential areas of improvement. Being clear
in communication is also important to ensure that modellers take their ethical responsibility
and are nuanced in how information is relayed to their partners.

The next challenge emphasizes the importance of understandability in establishing the
credibility of a model (CoCr:m6). Ahrweiler and colleagues note that: “The stakeholders put
considerable demands on the study team concerning understanding and trusting the simulation
findings. The first and most important is that the clients want to understand the model. To
trust results means to trust the process that produced them” [5]. Late stakeholder involvement
in a project (CoCr:p1) can also pose a challenge to achieving this level of understanding and
credibility. Another challenge, providing returns for end-users (CoCr:m7), can be difficult to
assess. Not only are the project returns judged by the policymakers and other stakeholders
involved in the project, but they are also contingent on their expectations of the project. While
insights which could help to better formulate policy prescriptions should be understood as
an important return. If policymakers in accordance with the challenge (CoP:i8), expect that
modellers will provide them with policy advice, such insights could simply be understood as
a by-product. Thus, making sure that expectations align can also give policymakers a better
understanding the intended returns of the project.

8. Discussion

This section highlights the documented challenges that can arise when constructing and simu-
lating policy models. It also offers five recommendations to mitigate these challenges. While
some of the recommendations are already practiced, our aim is not to innovative but to estab-
lish what works, meaning that this to some extent re-affirms the conclusion of others. These
recommendations are intentionally designed to be general in purpose and we believe that they
could be well applied to any simulation-based policy collaboration. Furthermore, while some
modellers have suggested that policy modelling is an ethically and politically neutral process [2],
the applied literature indicates otherwise. Disagreements can arise from all aspects of modelling
in simulation-based policy collaborations, such as perceptions of the target system (CoS:n1),
priorities (CoS:n2), research objectives (CoS:n3), interventions (CoS:n8), scenarios (CoS:n9),
model modifications (CoS:n10), agent-behaviour (CoS:n11), and metrics (CoS:n12). It is evident
that policy modelling becomes an integral part of the political process when performed for
the purpose of policy-making. It is important to underscore this for two reasons: democratic
accountability on the part of the policymakers but also ethical responsibility for modellers



as scientific advisors. However, modellers must still be involved in deliberations to play a
facilitative role and make sure that requests are technically feasible within the limitations of
the project (CoS:n13) so that the collaboration does not grind to a halt.
Recommendation 1: Modellers can adopt a facilitative role by prioritizing policymaker input

during the model design, while minimizing their own influence.
Many of the reported challenges often stem from uncertainties and differences in expectations

between modellers and policymakers. To avoid such challenges, it is recommended to establish
a project plan early on. An initial plan can be proposed, renegotiated, and agreed upon to align
the expectations and prevent misunderstandings. As policymakers tend to prefer traditional
scientific advisory roles (CoP:i1-3), an overview of the project plan can help gain acceptance for
deviations from the norm. Key aspects such as project duration, number of planned meetings,
scheduled times and locations (CoM:a1-2), and project output (CoCr:m7) should be included
in the project plan to align the expectations of both modellers and policymakers. Something
that can also serve to make commitments explicit so that issues of engagement are reduced
(CoM:1-5). Clear division of responsibility and shared goals could improve communication
between modellers and policymakers (CoS:n6), while avoiding unaligned expectations that
produce situations where modellers are expected to recommend policy prescriptions (CoP:i6).
Recommendation 2: Agree on a project plan as early as possible so that expectations are

aligned and commitments are made.
When planning collaboration activities, it is essential to consider their technical depth and

alignment with the project’s purpose. As stakeholder understandability is crucial for the model’s
perceived credibility, these activities should be purposefully planned to ensure stakeholder
involvement fulfills a predefined goal. Policymakers reportedly feel uncomfortable with many
technical aspects of modelling and simulation (CoCo:t1-5), making it all the more important for
projects focused on policy formulation to ask stakeholders for their preferences to ensure the
activities are useful for them. Modellers can simultaneously improve model understandability
and credibility (CoCr:m7) by being open to feedback, promoting open discussions of the model’s
strengths and limitations after each update, and communicating results clearly and nuanced. It
is vital not to include policymakers too late in the project (CoCr:p1) as this can hinder their
learning process and limit their impact on the model’s scope, making it less relevant for them.
Thus, an important aspect for future research of policy modelling is to explore if, and under
which conditions, predefined models could be useful. Here we re-affirm recommendations
provided elsewhere, see for example Seifu and colleagues [20].
Recommendation 3: Include policymakers early in the project and tailor activities to their

needs.
Recommendation 4: Communicate model capabilities, limitations and results – comparatively

between each model version if possible – in a clear and nuanced way.
Something else that is concluded elsewhere is that policy modelling projects benefit from a

quick and agile methodological approach [5, 2]. Heavy budget and time restrictions of policy-
makers can make collaboration-intensive approaches like companion modelling more difficult
to apply (CoS:rc1). While bottom-up modelling approaches have the potential to legitimatize
policy prescriptions and democratize decision-making processes, they pose challenges for includ-
ing and maintaining policymaker engagement (CoM:e4-5), as well as navigating institutional
changes such as ending mandates (CoP:i5).



While broad stakeholder involvement is desirable, potential complications (CoM:a3-4) should
not make the projects less useful for policymakers. Some policies require a top-down approach
as the stakeholder groups are too diffuse to bemeaningfully involved e.g., transportation systems,
global warming, epidemiological modelling etc. However, this conclusion is not agnostic to
the political context and the policy issue at hand. Something that needs to be considered on
a case-to-case basis so that policy modelling does not become a tool to disenfranchise the
very people that it seeks to serve - meaning the general public. While modellers have limited
influence over ineffective pre-existing administrative systems (CoP:i4). Their existence should
motivate not discourage modellers, as they are one of the motivations for why policy modelling
is needed. Furthermore, there are also situations where the model results can be less useful for
purely political reasons (CoP:r1-3), something which is out of the control of scientific advisors.
To ensure a successful collaboration, it is important to recognize and respect that each party
plays a critical role in fulfilling their respective responsibilities throughout the process.
Recommendation 5: While broad stakeholder participation is worth striving for, the collabora-

tions needs to remain quick and agile to maximize its usefulness for policymakers.

9. Towards a Unified Approach for Simulation-based Policy
Collaborations

To address the previously accounted for challenges, we suggest the following approach by
combining the recommendations from the previous section for simulation-based policy collab-
orations: It is recommended to invite policymakers as early as possible in the project and to
prepare an initial draft of the project plan. Involving policymakers early serves to ensure that
they get the opportunity to learn and understand the model which is important for its credibility.
Updated model versions provides a good opportunity to effectively communicate and compare
the previous model version to the new. Something which can facilitate communication of model
capabilities, limitations and results in a nuanced and clear manner.

The initial project plan should not be thought of as a static document, but something to be
developed and agreed upon collaboratively. This activity is aimed at aligning the expectations
of both parties and ensuring that commitments are made. The project plan could include
information like project duration, number of planned meetings, scheduled times and locations,
the output of the project, and be agreed upon as soon as possible. This ensures that both parties
are working towards the same goal and can facilitate communication. Planning the scope of
the model should be given ample time as it involves political consideration. Thus, allowing
stakeholders to negotiate internally should be seen as an important ethical aspect of policy
modelling. The modeller’s role is to facilitate and maximize policymaker influence during model
design, while limiting the scope only due to technically unfeasible requests.

Policymakers have reported disliking the technical aspects of modelling and prefer the
traditional scientific advisory role. The project plan could allow modellers to make potential
deviations from status-quo while avoiding confusion about the project process or outcome.
Furthermore, while broad stakeholder participation is worth striving for, the project should be
fast and agile to maximize its usefulness for policymakers. However, the political context and
the policy issue at hand must always be considered on a case to case basis. As the main purpose



of policy modelling should always remain to serve the good of the people.

10. Concluding Remarks

We have in this study gathered and synthesized the reported challenges from 18 articles which
have sought to apply ABMs for policy-making. These challenges were categorized into the
five following themes: Challenges of Scope, Challenges of Politics, Challenges of Management,
Challenges of Understandability and Challenges of Credibility. To address these challenges,
we proposed five tentative recommendations and suggested an approach for simulation-based
policy collaborations. Additionally, we propose including any and all sound advice offered by
other modellers with the insights offered here to increase the probability of successful outcomes.
We do, however, stress the importance of the ethical considerations that the suggested approach
above takes into consideration. Our hope is that these insights can aid both Agent-based
Modellers and policymakers in avoiding difficult challenges that may arise during simulation-
based policy collaborations.

During times of increasing uncertainty, which stifle the possibility to produce experimental
data, policymakers face increasingly difficult challenges in making informed decisions that
benefit society. By providing policymakers with the necessary tools, resources, and training,
Agent-based Models can be incorporated into the policy-making process so that some of these
challenges can be overcome. This can lead to the development of evidence-based policies that
are better suited for complex systems and produce more favorable outcomes for us all.
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